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A proceduia; mOdel is presented for the .constzuction'
And vali'dation of an attitude scale in vocaticnal educaltion;. and the
,results of an instrumentation study using that model are' discussed.

HThe three-stage model is cpmpcs4d cf: (1)' sratif'icati-on cf the.
coqtruct; ,(2) item'constrtiction and selection; and (3) item cluSter
analysis. -In phage one, the,fcllowing steps are Used: defining 'the
universe of,the Construct; liStivc the major' components; subdividing

t each 'component thoroughly; editing to eliminate dupli:cations' and
ambiguities; and submittirk 'stratification for expert- review. For
phase. two., the following proCecTure is us-ed: building An item bank;
insuring accuracy of measi-ng; editing the ,-;,tems; subwitting items for
expert review; admi4gtering -the trial instrument; doing statistical

ox the results and (3,1 the cornelation ci each' ite with ail
compo t subscores 'and with the total tscore; and selectii4 items for
the final test fOrm. For pha'se three, the procedure is coiposed of:
4dminastering the instrument tia,a second subset of the tart
pppulation*; computing itea-tc-subscore and, item-to-total score
correlations; and performing addition l itep-to-subsccre,
correlations. (NH)
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Of ap the tasks vocational educators are called upon to perform,

surely on of the most difficult is evaluation. Evaluative research in

vocational education has generally centered around job placement,

competence, skill mastery, completions*, and other similar criteria.

However, legitimate research questions periodically arise in vocational

education which can only be answered in the affective area. Unfortunately,

measurement of attitudes may well be the most difficult type of evaluation.

As a further-complication, until recently, attitude iktrument development

techniques had hot progressed to the level of sophistication or simplicity

of the achievement test and manipulative instrument test4construction

prtocedures. More often than not, affective measures have been developed

by he researcher compiling a pool of items, Subjectively selecting'the.

items for use and thep submitting the instrument to a panel of judges for

1
validation. Clearly, a, systematic approach to instrument development and

validation for attitude measurement is needed.

IThe purpose of this paper is to present a simplifi.ed, step-by-step
OC)

;14
procedural model for the construction 4nd validation of one.tYpe of

1. attitude scale and the results of an instrumentation study whjch utilized

that model.
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BACkGROUND

, .Crespi (l.§74) defined attitudes as a "predisposition to behave in

4

pecific ways to,specific stimuli," thus accounting for the tendency of

letple'to behave in a generally consistent Manner. He further contended

that even ,a simple object may .be regarded as consiting of a number Of

eleMents.,mr component parts, each of.which may.be the subject of varying

attitudès.

Remthers '(1954) provided.another Tilefinition of attitude as "an

effectivety toned idea or group of ideas vedisposing the organism to
4

0

action with reWence to specific . . objects.". He theorizd thai

. attitudes are a comObnent of all behavior, overt qs well as covert%
3

,Remmers '.urther enumwated- several assumptions generally made by attitude

resea'rchers:

I. attitudes are mea4brable

2. they.vary along a.Antar continuum

3 attitudesiare common 1.6 4 group

-4. attitudes are held by matipeople

5. they.are temporary'and chanO4ble

6. they are subject to rationalizition anideceptio9

addition, Remmers described 'several ty0g- of instruments used to'

i measure attitudes:

1. A-priori sca)es

2. psycho-physical scales

3. sigma scales

4. master scales

5 behavior scales

6 summated scales

3
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Kerlinger (1964) discussed several alternative techniques available

foT validation of such instruments as the summated (or Likert-type) scatle

described.by Remmers', abov'e.

content validity,

Predictive or concurrent validity, &

construct validity

He indicated that content validation was best used in construction of .)

4

achievement instruments and that construct validation was appropriate

in attitude scale construction.

Bohrnstedt.(1970) argued-that *the approach of content validation

could prove much more useful than it had in construction of attitucle

s'caIes. He developed a three stage model for the construction and

content validation of attitude scales:

1 stratification ot the construct

2. item construction and selection

3. item cluster analysis
(

In sta§e one the universe of the attitude scale is,defined. Then,i

the domain is stratified into its major components with a,cr4tical concern

that the strata.broadly encompasses the entire construct. Each component, .

or stratum, is 'then subdivided into what Bohrnstedt called'substrata. The

substratification is then continued 'until the outline exhausts the content

of the universe. . In essence, the product of stage 1 is a detailed outline

of the cbtstruct which the attitude scale is to measure.

Stage two is the construction of items to "capture the shades of

meaning iSsociated with each ftratum and substratum.° Bohrnstdt contends

that a minimum of seven to ten items should be written for each stratum.

Although this point is not specifiipally consid red,\ it would appear that if



the substratification is fairVdetailed, the requirement for the number

of iteris would be met if the main stratum or component, cOntained the

seven to-ten items, rather than each substratum.

The third Stage calls for 'Cluster analysis of-items after initial

data have been gathered. ,The purpose here is 13 determine whether each

stratum is relatively homogeneous and relatively independent of each of

the other strata. 'This can tle accomplished by either of two separate

methods, both of which will be delineated in the next sectfon of :the paper,

It would appear that Bohrnstedt's model provides not only content

validation but also construct validation. It forces a detailed delineation

of the constrct being studied by'a 'review of the ,theory underlying ,that

construct as it is presented in the literature. Further, the item cluster

analysis technique, while differing from factor analysiS in approach,

-somewhat resembles facto analAis in result. In factor ralysis, the

,pool of items is broken down into spatially related factors. In this

cluster analysis technique, the factors,'.or strata, are d&-ived logically

as a result of the literature research, and the statistical treatmept of

the data is done to verify the homogene;ity of each stratum. Indeed, having .

developed a basic instrument by BohrnStedt's methodology, thereby establish-

ing both content vaIiditY and construct Validity, further treatment of the

instrument by factor analysis techniques might ser've'to provide further

evidenc4 of construct validity.

INSTRUMENT CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE

The procedureoutlined here represents an applieation and expansion

of Bohrnstedt's technique and, is bas'ed upon experiences of the author in

*development of the instrument being described pariially in this .section

amd more fully in the RESULTS section.



Phase I --stratificatiai of the construtt)
41,

1. Define in detail the unilierse of the constructvto be measured.

In the ease of eareer education;, any_ number 'of defin tions can

be found. For tbe purpose of thts*particular study, the following

lpeinitton waspused: "a comprehensive educational.(approach)
I

focused on cireers, which beginv at grade one or earlier, and c

continues through the adult years'.

2 Break the 'construct down into its major strata or components.

Again, career education has been delipeated in numerl waifs an*d

no clear'consensus exists'concerning the precise nature andjabels

.of all its major components. For the purpose of this study, career

education,was assumed to consist of five major strata as shown in

figure 1.

Career I

Education

Career
Exploration

iiT
Career
Preparation

Work.
Experience

figure. Strata of Career Education

Transition'

3. Subdivide ach stratum fto substrata.

Each component (or stratbm) of career education was further

broken down (substratified) in terms of general developmental realms

of expected student outcomes as follows: (A) self-concept and pcial.

development, (B) world of work, (C) education,-and (D) decision-
. 4

making and problem-solving. This step was derived largely from

4

earlier works by Asche (undated) and by Bailey and Stadt (1973) and



A.

resulted in a 4 X 5 matrfx which hopefully represents all the generaI
.

areas of expectations of career education in terms of student

outcomes - septtiore 2.

Career
Awareness

II Career
ExpIora *on

III Career
,freparation

IV Work
Experience

V 4-ransi

tion

Self-Concept
and Social

.

Development

.

.

.-

.

.

.
.

Woild of Work,

Education
.

,

Decision-Making
and Problem-Solving

.

.

_

figure 2 - Matrix representing Career EdUcation

Continue this process to exhaust the universe of the construct.

For each cell fn the.mattix, one or more-specific expected student

outcomes were delineated, as in figure 3.

Self-concept
A and ,

Social D'evelopment

CeIl V, A

If

Transitio7

refinement of sif-concept
based upon continued occupational,
family and'social experience
active pursual of employment

figure 3 - Excerpt froM Substratification of Transition Stratum,'-tamp (1977)

5.- Editxhe stratification to eliminate duplications and ambiguities

6. Submit the stratification to a panel of judges to determine

whether it accurately'and exhaustively delineates the construct to be
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measured.

Phase I will be the basis upon *rich the a.r2gument,of content validity

will be made.

'Phase0II - item cOnstruction and seleCtion

1. Build a pool of items

As in the development of any Liea-type scille, the items were

umitten as short statements or opinion relative to some aspect of
4t

the construct of career education. Each item was intentionally

written to express a judgement ratherAhan factual information.

Items were collected from a nnmber of tradit'ional sources includidg

g.

both pro andicon statements suggested by career education.literature,

teachers, adm1n1str4rs,,university specialists, graduate students,.

,and so forth. In each asep the tatement was classified as either

favorable or unfavorable owad the general tenets of career

education and a correspondi g statement exOrtssing the opposite

/
viewpoint' Was Written. The result was a pool of bipolar items - I.

ciiie version in the negative sense toward the dogma of,career-education,.

the second version in the positive sense. For an example of a bipolar

item, see figure 4.

Positive Form -

1Negative Form

A

Before graduation, every student should
have some sort of "work" experience.
Stu'dents shonld wait untp after graduation
to get real "wor experiences.

figure'df - Bipolar Item
ik

2. Insu.re that iteMs

'stratum.41

1 In this case, t4e

capture the shades of meaning", of each

initial pool of items was compared to the

8
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completed and, validated sdbstratirication of career eddcation. Each

item was paired with t4e expected student outcome in the outline ,to

which the item waS judged to correspond. Of the several hundred
1 NW

items,initially constructed, all logically paired with orie or more

0

sdbstrata elements. This result provided still further evidence of

the viliditY and comprehensiveness of the stratification developed

in Phase I. A number of elements remained, however, without corre-

)
sponding bipolar items. The fact that the pool of items was exhausted

by the stratification whereas the -straTication was not exhausted,

by the pool ofjtemi, implies that the item pool wKich had been

conytructed by traditional means did not completely-represent all

aspects of career edudation and that,,had the item building process

stopped%t this point, the resultin4 instrument-Would not h6e

co6Prenensively addressed the brold construct of career education.

In eachscase it'least bne,bipolar 'item was then cOn'itructed

specifically to meaure those remaining elements-in the outline; If

the outline actually and exhaustively represented the content of

careet: education, as the-first validation panel agreed it did, then

the item-pool at this point should fully reflect the content o

career education.

3. Edit the items for clarity, ,ambiguity, and reading level, holdihg

In mind the target population.

4. Deterpine the number'of items desired on th' --cinal instrument and

randomly-select at least twice that number from the item pool.

For the purpose of this study, it was planned to retain fifteen

(15) items for each component, so thirty 'trial items were selected

for the initial instrument. Use of'the negative or-positive version
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of the item was Also determined randoml at this point.

5. Submit this initial version of the insfrunent to a second panel

of judges to determine whether it adequately and accurately addresses the

tonstruct as defined by the previously validated stratifiotion. This step,

combined with Phase j form the basis for the claim of conS'truct validity.

c. ZI4nister th6 trial instrument thus obtained to a subsk ofthe

-population for whom the-insfrument 1st() be used

7. ITotaliall the items originally written to measure each respective

major stratum to provide stratum subscores. Then'total all the items

to provide a total score.

8. Intercorrelate each item with all stratum subscores and the

total score;

9.1 Any item which does not significantly coriselate,with both Its own

stratum substore and the total score should be deleted.

10. Any item which cal-elates higherrwith the subscore of any stratum

other than its awn should b considered for reclassification or deletion.

11. From the remaining items, select those to be retained on the fidal

instrument based oponl-item-to-own substore correlation and item-to-total '-

score correlation, or ar;y 'aher set of logically defensible, predetermined
. . 1

criteria deemed appropriate by the researcher. ,

I

12 In general approximately half the'selected items should be

- negative and half positive..

Phase III - item.cluster analysis.-

1. Adminiter the instruirient to a second subset\f the taget -

population.

2. ,Compute itemito-subscore and item-to-total score correlations

for all items and all strata subscores, see Table 1
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Table 1 - Product-Moment Correlations for Stratum I Items
in Final Instrument, wfth all Stratum Subscores
and Total Score*** N=155

item
NuMber I

4 1 -.3561

.4338
3 .4030

*

15 A30

.3930*

II III IV- V

J383 .1789. .1766. .1073
.2788 .2714 .2847 .2956

.?247 i.1556 .1665 .2341

S.

.2658 .2757 3202 .2828

.2274** .2237** .2204** .1893**.

TOTAL

:2261
.3741
.2795'

3760

.2981

11,

Within-component r

* * Differs from within-component F at .05 level of
significance

*** This table is taken directly from Camp (1977). It

repreSents intercorrelations between each of fifteen
.itemiL irrStratum.I with each of the five strata
subseores and the ovdrall total*from an-aUminstration 4
of an actual instrument developed by this technjclue.
For example, the correlation between item number 3 in
:stratum 1-(see figure 1) and the total score fqr stratum
I was the correlation between that same item
and the stratpm V total scoire was .23.

N.

3. Compute the mean of the item-to-subscore'correlatio0s for/all

-\ items in 'itratum I with each of the itratuM subscores, see F line in

Table. the within-stratum correlation mean is then-compared to each of

the between-strata correlation means respectively. If the within-tratum

correlation

means, then

mean is significantly greater than each.of the between-strata

the conclusion is drawn that stratum I is relatively itapependent
\.*

and homogeneous, thus providing further evidence of the validity of both

the original stratification developed in Phase I and the instrument

developed in Phase II.

1 1
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4. The same process is repeated for aIl the items in each respective

stratum.

5. If the stratum correlation means are not found to be significantly

different, the' conclusion of relative stratum independence and homogeneity

cannot be drawn. This alone would not be adequate cause for discarding the

instrument. The claim .could still be made of both content validfty and con-

struct validity based upon the construction procedure asireviously outlined.

aff
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